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What is a Collaborative Business Process?

• A sequence of collaborative steps that require business users to work 
together to complete a task.

• During the collaborative step information is collected, discussed, 
shared and routed in an ad hoc way. The information collected 
influences the decisions made throughout the business process.
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Today’s Problem

Collaborative processes are hampered by:  
• Lack of structure and automation
• Little visibility into current step and status
• Lack of accountability and responsibility
• Inflexible applications;  difficult to build & modify

“Process”
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Process Inefficiencies with Current Business Processes
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Zaplet Technology Breakthrough

Task-based applications:
• Rapidly created without programming
• Used to automate business processes
• Delivered as an email message

Zaplet 3 
Server

Window to a secure server
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Zaplet 3 Streamlines Business Process Lifecycles
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Zaplet Value Propositions

Zaplet 3 provides:  

• Structured & actionable information

• Visibility and accountability

• Seamless & simple delivery via email

• Ability to flexibly & easily modify business processes

Zaplet 3 captures, implements and enforces
business processes from within email
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Zaplet Received in Inbox

Arrives in the inbox;  no plug-in or client-side software required.
Message can be initiated by a person, enterprise application or database.
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Zaplet Opened

• At time of opening, user is 
authenticated before
contents are delivered

• Content always up-to-
date;  pulled fresh from 
server upon opening

• Workflow structures 
routing & flow of process
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Responding

• Respond from within the 
email

• Extremely time-efficient for 
participants

• Little to no training required 
for responding

• Changes are submitted back 
to server and can be 
integrated with other 
applications and databases
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Zaplet Updated

• New responses are 
automatically reflected in 
Zaplet

• All participants see new 
data when Zaplet is next 
opened

• ”Current When Read”
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Multiple Building Blocks Support a Variety of Functionality

Example 
Building Block:

Attachment 
Building Block 
supports 
check-in, 
check-out, and 
document 
versioning
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Dashboard offers Cross-Process Visibility and Awareness

Web-based view of all outstanding processes
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Intelligent Routing and Workflow
Simple tools allow 
Business Users to 
create and modify 
processes, saving 
costly IT time and 
money
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Extraordinary Control and Security
Information sharing without loss 
of control.  

Recipient is authenticated before
content is delivered providing 
additional security over email. 

“Applications” are not actually 
delivered to the inbox; just the 
“window” to the server.

Ancillary benefits: Non-forwarding, 
limited access, confirmed read, 
role-based access, self-
destructing, guaranteed delivery.
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Summary

• Secure and intelligent Zaplet routing-delivers the right 
information to the right people

• Zaplet Actionable Information is time-efficient and effective 
for participants

• Zaplets are highly convenient, require little to no training, 
and have few adoption barriers

• Zaplet visibility and awareness offer rapid detection of 
process stoppage, inaction, and bottleneck detection for 
rapid recovery

Zaplet software offers a more secure, efficient, and transparent
way to automate business processes, by enabling you to rapidly 

create and deploy task-based applications within email


